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See Article History. International Paper Company, major American manufacturer of pulp and paper products, including
printing paper, specialty paper products.

Both acquisitions involved third parties. The addition of Shorewood greatly expanded IP's position in the high
end of the consumer packaging sector, making it a leading provider of high-quality printing and paperboard
packaging for home entertainment, cosmetics, health and beauty, pharmaceutical, sporting goods, tobacco, and
other consumer products. Smith felt that one way to increase profitability was to develop natural resources on
the company's land. As a result of new automation, IP's production costs decreased 11 percent between and
and its mills were able to use 25 percent less energy. The logo features the letters "I" and "P" which form a
stylized arrow also resembling a tree surrounded by a circle. As a result, profits improved in and set a record
in  International Paper has a history of acquisitions and mergers but has tended to concentrate on paper and
lumber production. Bodcaw added a highly efficient linerboard mill in Pineville, Louisiana, and , acres of
prime timberland. Georges was named chairman in , succeeding Gee. IP continued to expand aggressively in
the mids. The original company was established as International Paper Company in in a merger of 20 paper
mills in the northeastern United States. Instead of brown linerboard, a cyclical product, part of the plant was
set up to make white papers. The company holds majority ownership of Auckland, New Zealand-based Carter
Holt Harvey, one of the largest forest-products companies in the Southern Hemisphere. Nearly 80 percent of
the products distributed are made by other companies. The law signified the end of International Paper's
involvement in the energy and power business. In , it purchased Federal Paper Board. Under his leadership,
the firm also acquired Anitec Image Technology Corporation, maker of photographic film, papers, and
darkroom chemicals; Avery Corporation, a Chicago-based envelope manufacturer; and Kendall Company's
nonwoven fabrics division. Within specific industry segments, the firm is the world's leading producer of
printing and writing papers and of bleached packaging board, as well as the second largest maker of
containerboard in the United States. Federal Paper specialized in bleached paperboard used for cigarette
cartons, laundry detergent, and other consumer products, and, added to IP's packaging operations, gave IP
about one-third of the bleached board market. Late s to Mids: Diversifying Geographically and in Product Mix
The appointment had been preceded in by a decline in linerboard and pulp prices and a year low in earnings.
Previously a subsidiary, Southern Kraft owned eight kraft board and paper mills in the southern United States.
An emphasis on packaging products also characterized the firm's progress in the s.


